We simulate the twist of carbon nanotubes using atomic molecular dynamic simulations. The ultimate twist angle per unit length and the deformation energy are calculated for nanotubes of different geometries. It is found that the big tube is harder to be twisted while the small tube exhibits higher ultimate twisting ratio. For multi-walled nanotubes, the zigzag tube is found to be able to stand more deformation than the armchair one. We observed the surface transformation during twisting. Formation of structural defects is observed prior to fracture.
Introduction
Carbon nanotube (CNT) is known as one of the strongest nanostructures cur- properties due to twist has been predicted in several theoretical studies [13, 14] .
25
Recently, metal-semiconducting periodic transitions were reported in exper- are updated at each iteration step (1fs) by using the leap-frog algorithm. In 45 the AIREBO potential [18, 19, 20] , the total potential energy U p of the system is the collection of that of individual atoms: for C-C double bonds. Note that the value of b ij is larger for a stronger bond.
where θ ijk is defined as the angle between the vectors r ij and r ik . P ij and 63 G(cos θ ijk ) are a cubic and a fifth-order polynomial splines, respectively. The momentum following the direction of deformation applied to the tube end.
91
How much twist deformation can a CNT sustain? To answer this question,
92
In Fig. 4 , we show the fracture of a twisted SWCNT. We can see that when 93 θ = 596
• , the honeycomb lattice of the tube is strongly deformed. The fracture 94 of the tube occurs very soon (some ps) after the appearance of the first defect.
95
In order to present general results from the here-studied short tubes, we define 96 the twist ratio as the twisting angle θ per unit length of CNTs. We plot in better to twist than a small one.
103
To show further effect of the tube geometry, we define the deformation energy first at the outer layer after the appearance of defects on its surface.
120
We show the ultimate twist ratio of MWCNTs in Table 1 . It can be seen that Table 1 Ultimate twist ratio of MWCNTs with the same length about 200Å. Table   147 
